Randomised control trial

People with unhealthy lifestyle behaviours benefit from remote coaching via mobile technology
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Implications for practice and research

- The study confirms previous research findings suggesting that behavioural interventions that encourage goal setting and frequent self-monitoring can result in significant, positive behavioural change, even in a population with fairly entrenched behaviour patterns.

- Non-targeted behaviours may be affected through a process of complementary behavioural change.

- Additional research is needed to better understand whether and how changes in non-targeted behaviours occur in adults, as this could lead to more efficient interventions.

- Use of mobile technology to encourage self-monitoring has the potential to provide exceptionally rich data for researchers studying the behaviour change process. However, the relative advantage of such technology over low-technology self-monitoring methods in terms of participant behaviour change is not known.

Context

Clustering of unhealthy lifestyle behaviours has been well documented. Addressing multiple behavioural issues at the same time presents a challenge for both practitioners and the clients they serve. This four-group randomised trial sought to examine the comparative impact of interventions focused on a combination of one aspect of dietary behaviour (low-fat diet or fruit and vegetable intake) and one aspect of physical activity (sedentary screen time or moderate to vigorous physical activity). The investigators hypothesised that the combination of increasing intake of fruits and vegetables and decreasing sedentary screen time would maximise healthy change by fostering healthy substitution (of fruits/vegetables for fat and physical activity for sedentary leisure) and complementary behaviour change (decreased fat intake accompanying decreased sedentary leisure).

Methods

The study involved a multiracial sample of 200 adults aged 21–60 years, recruited through community advertisements in a Midwest, USA, urban setting. Eligible participants were deficient of benchmark levels on all four behaviours. Interventions were delivered through 3 weeks of personal, remote coaching and utilised a hand-held electronic device for real-time self-monitoring and feedback regarding the individual’s two target behaviours. Participants received incentives for reaching behavioural goals during an initial period, then only for reporting behaviours. Behavioural
and other measures were taken at baseline and 5 months postintervention. A composite behavioural improvement score was created to indicate each participant’s change over time across all behaviours. Multivariate modeling was used to analyse the data.

Findings
As hypothesised, the group focused on increasing fruits and vegetables and reducing sedentary screen time increased their composite behavioural score more than the other groups after 1 week (p=0.02), and this advantage continued through the follow-up phase. In addition, decreased sedentary screen time correlated positively with reduced fat intake (an untargeted behaviour) (r=0.29, p=0.04). Correlations among all other behaviour change pairs were not significant.

Commentary
This study utilised a novel design and innovative use of technology in intervention delivery. The participant sample was diverse and the analysis was rigorous. The finding that participants focused on fruit and vegetable intake and reducing sedentary screen time demonstrated a higher composite behavioural score seems to make sense as these behaviours may be easier to perform than others.

Reduced screen time has been widely and publicly promoted with the hope that this could increase physical activity as well as reduce intake of unhealthy snacking in children. These behavioural associations have not been thoroughly examined in adults. In this study, reduced screen time seemed to be associated only with reduced fat intake and not increased physical activity. However, in an earlier methods paper, Spring et al note that participants were coached to replace screen time with other sedentary activities (eg, reading and conversation). This was necessary to maintain fidelity to the study design. In real-world settings, it is likely that participants would be advised to, and/or would naturally try to, replace some of the screen time with physical activity, especially if weight management was the goal. Interestingly, increased fruit and vegetable intake was not associated with reduced fat intake, though one cannot rule out the presence of some low-level substitution. More studies are needed to explore these behavioural issues in adults.

The study demonstrated the feasibility of using mobile technology to encourage self-monitoring and self-regulation. Because all experimental groups used the technology, it is not known whether such systems are significantly more effective in supporting behavioural change than low-tech methods. There may be a strong novelty factor to the technology that encourages use, but it remains to be seen whether this would continue for longer than 5 months. The technology does, however, provide research advantages over simpler self-monitoring methods in terms of data richness and detail.
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